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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Peter Sagar 
St James's University Hospital, Leeds, UK 

REVIEW RETURNED 26-May-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS A first rate description of the planned trial that should answer a very 
important question  

 

REVIEWER Wen-Cheng Chen 
Department of Radiation Oncology, Chang Gung Memorial Hospital, 
Chiayi, Taiwan. 

REVIEW RETURNED 29-May-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS In this prospective randomized trial, the authors intend to explore the 
feasibility of  
a definitive trial evaluating the omission of RT in resectable low 
rectal cancer requiring abdominoperineal excision of the rectum 
(APER). A total of 80 patients will be randomized to standard care 
(neoadjuvant long course radiotherapy +/-chemotherapy) and 
APER, or APER alone. A High quality MRI will be performed pre-
operatively. A high quality APER (wide excision of the pelvic floor) 
was requested to be done in every patient. Although the protocol is 
general well written, there are still some major and minor questions 
needed to be considered before being published in BMJ open:  
 
Major questions:  
1. Although several studies had shown that neo-adjuvant 
radiotherapy could be omitted in low or intermediate rectal cancer, 
patients with low rectal cancer should deserve a chance to preserve 
their anus by pre-operative radiotherapy and/or chemotherapy. In a 
German trial conducted by Sauer et al [N Engl J Med. 2004 Oct 
21;351(17):1731-40.], Forty-five (39%) out of 116 patients, whose 
tumors that were determined by the surgeon to require an APER, 
received sphincter preserving surgery after pre-operative chemo-
radiotherapy. Moreover, patients with a complete response (around 
10-38%) to neo-adjuvant radiotherapy could potentially achieve 
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good tumor control and better quality of life with organ-sparing 
surgery or even non-operative management [Lancet Oncol 13:651-
653, 2012; Cancer Radiother 17:675-685, 2013]. In this trial, patients 
with cT3a/b (<5mm) disease within 6 cm of anal verge; or T2 tumors 
at / below level of puborectalis or resectable TanyN1 will be included 
in this study. This group of patients might have a better chance of 
organ preservation. However, if they entered into this trial, the 
chance of organ preservation is zero. The impact of permanent 
colostomy on the quality of life of patients should be not neglected.  
2. In the comparative arm, Concurrent chemotherapy can be given, 
if required, in accordance with standard care. What is the standard 
care of concurrent chemotherapy? Continuous infusion 5-FU and 
Leucovorin, FOLFOX regimen or Capecitabine or Capecitabine and 
Oxalliplatin? Is any chemotherapy allowed during the period 
between completion of radiotherapy and surgery? I believed this is 
an important issue for a high quality randomized trial.  
 
Minor questions:  

1. On Page 8, line 13 - What is the criteria for requiring APER in 
resectable rectal cancer?  

2. On Page 9, line 1  What is definition of high quality APER? Does 
it mean Extralevator abdominoperineal excision (ELAPE)?  
3. On Page 14, line7. The sample size (n = 80) maybe too small to 
detect the differences in local recurrence or distant metastasis in this 
group of patients. 

 

REVIEWER Manuela Monni MD 
General Surgery Department  
"Maggiore della Carità" Hospital  
Novara - Italy 

REVIEW RETURNED 02-Aug-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS I'd like to receive some explanations about:  
1) About preoperative MRI, do the Authors consider also the lymph 
nodes (LN) involvement or just the circumferential resection margin 
as inclusion/exclusion criteria?  
2) What size of LN is considered clearly positive for cancer at the 
staging MRI?  
3) According on the patients enrollment: there's a limit on the elderly 
age? Patients with acceptable performance status but high 
preoperative ASA score evaluation have to be excluded?  
4) Surgical technique: Authors explain about the APER and its 
mandatory oncological adequacy, but it is planned a comparison 
between different surgical approaches (robotic vs laparoscopic vs 
open technique) outcomes or they just want to evaluate post-
operative systemic outcomes or complication with not regard to the 
surgical approach chosen?  
5) The involved Surgical Centers have to enroll the same number of 
minimally invasive and open procedures for both groups?  
6) About the adjuvant chemotherapy: the timing and the drugs 
planned are standardized for all the involved Centers? 
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VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: 2  

Reviewer Name: Wen-Cheng Chen  

Institution and Country: Department of Radiation Oncology, Chang Gung Memorial Hospital, Chiayi, 

Taiwan.  

Competing Interests: None  

 

In this prospective randomized trial, the authors intend to explore the feasibility of a definitive trial 

evaluating the omission of RT in resectable low rectal cancer requiring abdominoperineal excision of 

the rectum (APER). A total of 80 patients will be randomized to standard care (neoadjuvant long 

course radiotherapy +/-chemotherapy) and APER, or APER alone. A High quality MRI will be 

performed pre-operatively. A high quality APER (wide excision of the pelvic floor) was requested to be 

done in every patient. Although the protocol is general well written, there are still some major and 

minor questions needed to be considered before being published in BMJ open:  

 

Major questions:  

1. Although several studies had shown that neo-adjuvant radiotherapy could be omitted in low or 

intermediate rectal cancer, patients with low rectal cancer should deserve a chance to preserve their 

anus by pre-operative radiotherapy and/or chemotherapy. In a German trial conducted by Sauer et al 

[N Engl J Med. 2004 Oct 21;351(17):1731-40.], Forty-five (39%) out of 116 patients, whose tumors 

that were determined by the surgeon to require an APER, received sphincter preserving surgery after 

pre-operative chemo-radiotherapy. Moreover, patients with a complete response (around 10-38%) to 

neo-adjuvant radiotherapy could potentially achieve good tumor control and better quality of life with 

organ-sparing surgery or even non-operative management [Lancet Oncol 13:651-653, 2012; Cancer 

Radiother 17:675-685, 2013]. In this trial, patients with cT3a/b (<5mm) disease within 6 cm of anal 

verge; or T2 tumors at / below level of puborectalis or resectable TanyN1 will be included in this 

study. This group of patients might have a better chance of organ preservation. However, if they 

entered into this trial, the chance of organ preservation is zero. The impact of permanent colostomy 

on the quality of life of patients should be not neglected.  

 

The point the reviewer makes is carefully considered. The prospect of conversion of a planned non-

restorative procedure to a sphincter preserving operation remains controversial with no consensus 

from the literature. In practice this situation is infrequently seen in the case of locally advanced rectal 

cancer of the low rectum.  

Ihn et al (Ann Surg Oncol. 2015;22(7):2159-67.) have recently reported the first MRI-based 

longitudinal study to show that pCRT does not appear to increase the likelihood of sphincter 

preserving surgery in locally advanced distal rectal cancer.  

 

The role of non-operative management in rectal cancer following radiotherapy remains controversial 

and is not included in the trial design until robust long term outcomes are reported.  

Quality of life measures are an important adjunct in trials such as this. A recent Cochrane review 

(Pachler, 2012) reported that CRT negatively affects the patient’s quality of life in rectal cancer and 

has indicated the need for larger, better designed and executed prospective studies.  

It is recognised that sphincter preserving surgery after radiotherapy is associated with faecal 

incontinence rates of up to 50% which negatively impacts quality of life as compared to a colostomy, 

which is why overall the quality of life following AR and APE is comparable. Quality of life measures 

will be recorded for patients with permanent colostomy and the small subset of patients in the 

standard care group who have sphincter preserving surgery.  

 

The trial has been designed in conjunction with the National Cancer Research Institute (NCRI) and 

the trial design has received peer reviewed approval by the funder (BDRF), endorsed by Cancer 

Research UK, and ratified by the National Research Ethics Service, all of whom are aware of the 
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scenario described by the reviewer. Patients will be informed about the possible scenario of sphincter 

preserving surgery of randomised to the standard therapy arm and can choose whether to join the 

trial or not. Reasons for non-recruitment will be recorded to quantify if an inability to have sphincter 

preserving surgery is relevant.  

 

The text ‘Similarly, downsizing to permit sphincter preserving surgery is unpredictably encountered, 

and poor functional results may not offset the quality of life advantages to avoiding a permanent 

stoma.’has been added to the introduction.  

 

2. In the comparative arm, Concurrent chemotherapy can be given, if required, in accordance with 

standard care. What is the standard care of concurrent chemotherapy? Continuous infusion 5-FU and 

Leucovorin, FOLFOX regimen or Capecitabine or Capecitabine and Oxalliplatin? Is any 

chemotherapy allowed during the period between completion of radiotherapy and surgery? I believed 

this is an important issue for a high quality randomized trial.  

 

Concurrent chemotherapy can be given in accordance with each sites usual regime. Given the lack of 

evidence for one regime over another, and a desire to permit sites to follow current practice as much 

as possible to maximise recruitment the Trial Management Group have decided not to specify one 

regime over another. It is anticipated that the majority of sites in this UK trial will wish to use 

Capecitabine, and this will be recorded on the CRF. If a diverging number of regimes are recorded 

then the data will be stratified to account for this. Chemotherapy will not be permitted during the 

period between completion of radiotherapy and surgery.  

 

Study group section amended accordingly: ‘Concurrent chemotherapy can be given, if required, in 

accordance with standard practice at each site, but is not permitted in the window between 

completion of RT and surgery.’  

 

Minor questions:  

1. On Page 8, line 13 -à What is the criteria for requiring APER in resectable rectal cancer?  

APER required for anatomical and oncological reasons rather than functional reasons (such as poor 

sphincter quality)- amended in the manuscript  

2. On Page 9, line 1 à What is definition of high quality APER? Does it mean Extralevator 

abdominoperineal excision (ELAPE)?  

A high quality APER is considered to be one that excises the pelvic floor widely to minimise margin 

involvement and tumour perforation rates. The authors have not specified ‘extralevator’ in the surgical 

description as this term itself is not clearly defined in the literature and is subject to interpretation. The 

trial protocol contains a detailed description of operative technique required in the trial (see Quality 

Assurance section, Surgery).  

3. On Page 14, line7. The sample size (n = 80) maybe too small to detect the differences in local 

recurrence or distant metastasis in this group of patients.  

This is a feasibility trial designed to test study processes rather than comparing oncological outcomes 

between groups, which is the purpose of the planned subsequent trial. This is recognised as a Trial 

Limitation in the abstract.  

 

Reviewer: 3  

Reviewer Name: Manuela Monni MD  

Institution and Country: General Surgery Department, "Maggiore della Carità" Hospital, Novara - Italy 

Competing Interests: None Declared  

 

I'd like to receive some explanations about:  

 

1) About preoperative MRI, do the Authors consider also the lymph nodes (LN) involvement or just the 
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circumferential resection margin as inclusion/exclusion criteria?  

Lymph node involvement is considered by the inclusion criteria. Provided the suspicious lymph nodes 

are not threatening the CRM then the patient will be eligible. If multiple involved nodes are suspected 

on the MRI (N2 stage) the patient is excluded.  

2) What size of LN is considered clearly positive for cancer at the staging MRI?  

Involved nodes are considered to have an irregular border or mixed signal on MRI, size is not 

considered relevant in keeping with modern imaging practices.  

(added to inclusion criteria table)  

3) According on the patients enrollment: there's a limit on the elderly age? Patients with acceptable 

performance status but high preoperative ASA score evaluation have to be excluded?  

There is no upper age limit  

4) Surgical technique: Authors explain about the APER and its mandatory oncological adequacy, but 

it is planned a comparison between different surgical approaches (robotic vs laparoscopic vs open 

technique) outcomes or they just want to evaluate post-operative systemic outcomes or complication 

with not regard to the surgical approach chosen?  

For the feasibility trial a comparison between different surgical approaches will not be performed 

because of the small sample size. The trial will concentrate on outcomes between the two study arms. 

The future definitive trial will be able to address differences between techniques as a secondary 

outcome.  

5) The involved Surgical Centers have to enroll the same number of minimally invasive and open 

procedures for both groups?  

There will be no requirement to enrol equal numbers.  

6) About the adjuvant chemotherapy: the timing and the drugs planned are standardized for all the 

involved Centers?  

Drug choice and duration will be at the centre’s discretion and according to usual practice. This will be 

recorded on the CRF and stratified accordingly in the analysis if relevant. 

 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Wen-Cheng Chen 
Department of Radiation Oncology  
Chang Gung Memorial Hospital, Chiayi  
Taiwan, ROC 

REVIEW RETURNED 04-Oct-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS I have no further questions.  

 

REVIEWER Manuela Monni 
"Maggiore della Carita'" -Hospital - Novara – Italy 
 
Colorectal surgery, proctology, minimally invasive and robotic 
surgery. 

REVIEW RETURNED 22-Sep-2016 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS I' d like to ask something to Authors:  
1) In 2015, Chen et Al. (Chen, C. et al. Short Course Radiation in the 
Treatment of Localized Rectal  
cancer: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis. Sci. Rep. 5, 
10953; doi: 10.1038/srep10953 (2015) proposed a comparison 
between different radiation treatment associated or not with surgery: 
why have you decide to exclude the short course radiation (SCR) at 
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all from your study? Have you already applied the SCR with 
unsatisfactory results?  
 
2) I think that it is mandatory to explain the post-surgical 
chemotherapy treatment: For example, in your opinion, a post 
operative high grade T3N0 cancer, requires or not chemotherapy? 
Which chemotherapeutic drug are chosen? Why?  
 
3)When you explain about surgery, you explained only about the 
oncological adequacy, so the pelvic resection and the resection 
planes, indeed you haven't described the surgical approach chosen: 
according to the evaluation of the quality of life, the systemic 
outcomes as the post-operative pain, there's a lot of difference 
between a minimally invasive (Laparoscopic/Robotic) and open 
approach.  
Have you decided a minimal number of patients for each approach? 

 

 

VERSION 2 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Thank you for the reviewer's comments.  

1) In 2015, Chen et Al. (Chen, C. et al. Short Course Radiation in the Treatment of Localized Rectal  

> cancer: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis. Sci. Rep. 5, 10953; doi: 10.1038/srep10953 

(2015) proposed a comparison between different radiation treatment associated or not with surgery: 

why have you decide to exclude the short course radiation (SCR) at all from your study? Have you 

already applied the SCR with unsatisfactory results?  

 

Short course RT is not given often in the British Isles for many reasons including historical lack of 

down staging with a short interval to surgery, and a perceived lack of benefit over surgery alone. Most 

centres would give long course chemoradiotherapy for locally advanced lower third rectal cancers 

around Europe, with many centres not using SCRT at all. The feasibility trial wants to address surgery 

alone versus the current standard of care, which is long course chemoradiation in the study centres. 

Manuscript introduction has been amended accordingly.  

>  

> 2) I think that it is mandatory to explain the post-surgical chemotherapy treatment: For example, in 

your opinion, a post operative high grade T3N0 cancer, requires or not chemotherapy? Which 

chemotherapeutic drug are chosen? Why?  

>  

It is recognised that there is no current consensus on postoperative chemotherapy for rectal cancer. 

Schedules in current use are an extension of data from colonic cancer studies. We have permitted 

each institution to use their current standard of care for postoperative chemotherapy in accordance to 

accepted indications (T4, N1/2, EMVI positivity). In reality most schedules use very similar drugs (5-

FU based or oxaliplatin) so variation is not anticipated to be a confounding factor. The manuscript has 

been expanded accordingly (page 8).  

 

> 3) When you explain about surgery, you explained only about the oncological adequacy, so the 

pelvic resection and the resection planes, indeed you haven't described the surgical approach 

chosen: according to the evaluation of the quality of life, the systemic outcomes as the post-operative 

pain, there's a lot of difference between a minimally invasive (Laparoscopic/Robotic) and open 

approach.  

> Have you decided a minimal number of patients for each approach?  

 

It is recognised that there is likely to be less abdominal pain recorded in the minimally invasive group 
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at the 30 day timepoint, although persistent pain tends to be from the perineum which is anticipated to 

be similar between groups.  

However, laparoscopic or robotic AP resection is not widely used in the UK so is unlikely to skew 

results. The lack of difference between lap and open surgery for rectal cancer is marked (ACOSOG, 

ROLARR and AlaCart trials failed to show meaningful differences) which is why surgeon's preference 

has been permitted in the interests of maximising recruitment.  

There is no minimum number of patients required for each approach in the protocol, results can be 

stratified according to approach if deemed appropriate in the final analysis. 
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